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06 December 2021 

To: All Media Houses 

From: The Azanian People's Organization (AZAPO) 

AZAPO ELECTS A NEW LEADERSHIP TEAM AS PART OF THEIR ORGANIZATIONAL RESTRUCTURING.  
 
On Saturday, December 04, 2021, AZAPO held its 25th National Congress at the Soweto Campus of the University of Johannesburg. At 
this historic congress, AZAPO elected a new leadership that is visionary and skilful, equal to the task of resuscitating Biko’s Movement. 
The diverse elected leadership under the stewardship of Nelvis Qekema as President possess the requisite energy, drive and zeal to 
reimagine AZAPO and the Black Consciousness Movement in general. 
 
AZAPO’s realignment is a call for a return to AZAPO’s true political nature – that of being radical, unapologetically pro-Black and socialist 
in orientation. AZAPO should once again be the voice of Black people, especially the Black working class. After all that is what BLACK 
CONSCIOUSNESS is all about – an antidote for Black self-hate and a panacea for self-reliance, self-love and Black pride. 
 
It aims to focus on the needs of Black people in townships and villages by initiating community-based self-help projects/programmes; 
 
The leadership will establish a Policy Formulation Unit (Research Unit) tasked with driving the process of policy formulation. AZAPO 
intends on using the wealth of skilled personnel it has in their midst. 
 
AZAPO will champion the people’s struggles and actively participate on matters pertinent to Black people.  
 
The team that has been elected fits the profile of what AZAPO needs. It is a crop of leaders who are rooted in the outlook of Black 
Consciousness. Their love for Black people is unparalleled. With this leadership AZAPO is saying to the nation it is time to introduce fresh 
ideas into the Azanian body politic. The elected leadership represents intergenerational mix, as epitomised by a young woman in 
Kekeletso Khena who was elected as the first Deputy President, and is a breath of fresh air. 
 
Nelvis Qekema had this to say after being elected the President of AZAPO "Biko's philosophy needs to be taken back to the people, back 
to the working class. The conditions of our people have not changed, we remain landless and majority of our people still live in squalor, it 
is for this reason that AZAPO wants to translate Black Consciousness into action and restore the dignity of our people."  
 
"We are here to wake up the LION that is AZAPO" He further said. 
 
For enquiries contact the Department of Publicity and Information. 
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